Welcome to the world of indoor gardening!

AeroGarden Harvest Wi-Fi Model number: 10076-4, 4K
AeroGarden Harvest Elite Wi-Fi Model number: 10077-3, 10078-3, 10081-3

Quick Setup Guide
Simple steps to get your AeroGarden up and growing

1. Set Bowl into Base

   Make sure that both Bowl and Grow Deck are properly aligned on Bowl.

2. Plug Pump Power Cord into Base

   Make sure that Pump power cord is plugged into the connector at the back of the base.

CONGRATULATIONS! Your garden is ready to grow. It really is that easy!

For more details on planting, growing and harvesting your AeroGarden, please turn over.

How to Raise and Lower the Light Hood

To raise or lower the Light Hood, wrap one hand around the bottom of the Light Post and grasp the upper part of the Light Post with your other hand. Push up to raise the Light Hood or push down to lower the Light Hood. The Light Post will move up or down on a notch at a time with a little pressure, or you can move it up or down several notches at a time with more pressure.

When planting a new Seed Pod Kit, the Light Hood should be set in the lowest possible position. For instructions and tips about when to raise or not to raise the Light Hood, refer to Gardening Tips (on the side) and Seed Pod Kit Instruction booklet included with each Seed Kit.

LED Light Hood & Base
Bowl & Grow Deck
Seed Pod Kit

Included in Package

Download the AeroGarden App by searching “AeroGarden” in your mobile App Store.

- Front View -
**Gardening Tips for Maximum Harvests**

### PLANTING
- **Many Seed Pods** are bred for height. Gardeners grow and look their best when their plants are full and lush, and large Seed Pods are in the center and front of the garden. If plants are all the same size, like Sarat Greens, they can be planted anywhere.
- **Do not remove Sarat Greens from Seed Pods.** These seed pods identify the plant size and plant height, show the germination time, and indicate the plant’s characteristics.
- **Gown Domes help maintain humidity and temperature for optimal germination.** Use them on all plants to help keep the dome moist.
- **Seed Pots** for large plants like Tomatoes and Peppers often require more than 10 pods to make room for the large plant size. Leave space between seed pots to allow for even light to spread out. Put all seed pots in the same soil medium in the remaining openings.

### GERMINATION
- **Some seeds germinate in less than 24 hours. Some take 24 hours or more. Most seeds gain an advantage if they are planted in sets where the seeds will take to germinate but many factors impact germination.**
- **As a rule of thumb, if your seeds are comfortable, so are your plants.** However, plants are impacted by temperature. Colder weather puts most Gardener boring germination in cool weather. Heat lovers like Tomatoes and Peppers will germinate faster in warmer temperatures above 70 degrees F (21 degrees C). But don’t sweat it! While they may take a bit longer, your seeds will germinate.

### LIGHTS
- **Fast growing plants (like Basil) need gardeners to react so the lights are on or off. (Diagram B) and use the toggle for on/off.**
- **Do not use seedling lights or unoccupied.** Use seedling lights in the same box. Use seedling lights in the same box.
- **If you need to replace your LED lights, refer to the manufacturer’s instructions.**

### NUTRIENTS
- **Typically, your plants will need nutrients every 2 weeks.**
- **Follow instructions for feeding amounts specified on the nutrient package.**
- **Add nutrients directly into the tank.**
- **Nutrient requirements may change as plants grow.**

### WATER
- **Plants grown in the AeroGarden are designed to thrive with minimal hand-led care.**
- **If your plants are in flowering stage, they may require more water.**
- **If your plants are in the blooming stage, they may require more water.**
- **The lights will stay on for 6 hours per day.**

### POLLINATING
- **Because most people don’t have bees in their home, you will need to provide pollen in your AeroGarden.**
- **Aerogarden works best with a fertilizing method called "pollen" and comes in different sizes. Typically, you will only use small garden or Flower pot type to pollinate your plants.**

### HARVESTING
- **Many more blooms are a waste in harvest. Don’t let your AeroGarden waste more than 15% of each individual plant.**
- **Harvest often to maintain a healthy garden, but never take more than 15% of each individual plant.**
- **For Salad Greens, use the top 2 inches of the entire garden, or harvest large leaves individually by cutting off the base of the plant.**